21 Omega Drive
Brattleboro, VT 05301
(802) 251-7300

Omega Quote#
QN/020884 Rev 00
To CHARA c/o Mt. Wilson Observatory
Attn: theo ten brummelaar
Phone: 626-796-8607
EMail: theo@chara-array.org

Sales Person
Kirk Winchester
802-251-7325
kwinchester@omegafilters.com

Quote Date
11/25/2013

Engineer
Mark Ziter

Expiration Date
02/23/2014

Omega Part No

Omega Part Code

Customer Drawing

Customer Part No

3044857

525 DLP

NA

broadband

OS: GLS

Pricing & Delivery

Specifications

Qty

Physical:
Size: 25.4 +0/-0.2mm
Thickness: ≥ 5.0mm
Clear Aperture: ≥ 21.0mm
Edge Treatment: Ground Edge
OP Temp: -20° to +50° C
Durability: Design to meet Mil-810E, procedure1, cycle1,
10days
Surface Quality: Assembly per MIL-C-48497A (F scratch/ F
Dig)
Flatness: 1/8 wave @ 633 nm
Other: THICKNESS MATCH BETWEEN PARTS TO WITHIN
.2MM

Price Each

6

$580.00

Total Price

$3,480.00

Lead Time

TBD

Spectral:
AOI: 15°
Transmission: ≥ 90% 525-2450nm
Reflection: ≥ 95% 450-500 nm
AR: MgF2 2nd surface
Documentation:
Batch curve, transmission

This drawing and specifications are confidential and shall not be reproduced or
disclosed to third parties without written permission from Omega Optical, Inc.
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CHARA c/o Mt. Wilson Observatory
Omega Quote#

Contact theo ten brummelaar

QN/020884 Rev 00 - continued

Quote Date

11/25/2013

Exp Date

02/23/2014

Terms of Contract:
* $200.00 minimum on Purchase Orders and Shipments.
* Delivery times quoted are negotiable. Unless specifically stated to the contrary, orders will be shipped when ready.
* Quotation is valid through expiration date shown above.
* Published lead-time is an estimate of available capacity.
Actual lead-time will be confirmed by your Sales Rep when the order is placed, based on shop floor availability.
* Warranty on custom product is Omega Standard, 1 year from date of purchase.
* Payment Terms: Prepayment on first orders and all international orders under $500. Net 30 on subsequent orders after credit approval.
* Past Due Amounts: Interest penalty will be charged on past due amounts.
* Restocking Fee: Omega Optical will charge 30% on any parts returned at the customer's discretion.
No "made to order" parts may be returned, if they are compliant to specifications.
* FOB Origin.
* Terms are subject to change without notice.
* Please review this quote carefully. This document is considered our mutual contract, if you proceed with Purchase Order.
* Any verbal communication or changes must be documented on a final version of this Quote prior to acceptance of your Purchase Order.
* Unless otherwise specified, this document supersedes any engineering documents which are mailed or faxed to Omega after placement of your order.
* Please reference the Omega Quote # on your Purchase Order.
* Omega reserves the right to charge for extraordinary testing or documentation not itemized in this quote.
* Customer-Supplied Material Terms: When the customer supplies material, Omega Optical will take every precaution with its proper handling. However,
Omega Optical cannot be held liable for the quality of the finished product or for loss of material.
* Blanket Order Terms:
- Delivery Time Terms: The validity of Blanket Contract Pricing is for the period of up to 12 months. The time is calculated from the date of the
placement of the given Blanket Purchase Order, not the date of the first delivery. In order to provide the best possible service, Blanket
Purchase Order deliveries must be scheduled at the time of order placement with sufficient time for production.
- Cancellation Terms: If, at any point in the Purchase Order term, the order needs to be cancelled, Omega Optical must be notified in writing.
Omega Optical will place the order on customer hold status and assess the amount of product in process and in inventory. The product
in inventory will be shipped, and the product that is in-process will be shipped upon completion. As an alternative, remaining work in-process (WIP)
can be cancelled and paid for, based upon percentage of completion. The pricing will be retroactively changed to the price associated with the
total final quantity shipped, based upon the price on the original price quote for that quantity.
* This communication could contain information considered controlled by the U.S. Government for export purposes. Such information may not be
exported or re-exported without first consulting relevant U.S. Export Administration Regulations or International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
and obtaining the proper USG approvals. Please contact Omega Optical, Inc. for additional information.
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